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A case for ‘plussing’ our
children’s education
by Dominic Randolph

illustrations by Ian Phillips

Walt Disney used the noun “plus” as a verb, meaning to
improve something that you are working on or already
doing. I think that is what we have to do with education in
all sectors. We need to “plus” it. We are living in some of the
best times of humanity, as Steven Pinker has claimed in his
recent book, Enlightenment Now: The Case for Reason, Science,
Humanism, and Progress.
“We live longer, healthier, safer, wealthier, freer, more
peaceful and more stimulating lives than those who came
before us,” Steven says in a recent New York Times interview.
“And by ‘we’ I don’t just mean we in the West. This progress
is encompassing the world.”
At the same time, we live in volatile times: The future
is uncertain, and the state of some of our institutions, our
cities and movements is threatened globally. How do we
work to ensure that we pass the baton to future generations

The aim
of positive
education is to equip

with the best possible hope of continuing that progress?
Talking to Martin E.P. Seligman, Ph.D.—a founder
of positive psychology and positive education—a few
years ago, he said, “We just need a time machine....” We
were talking about how one could possibly engineer the
“good life,” a life filled with meaning and purpose. How

young people with the
knowledge and life skills to
flourish and contribute to
the flourishing of others.

could one prospect one’s future? If you could have a time
machine, you would be able to see the various moves and
strategies you employed, the serendipitous path you lit
out upon to thrive in later life. This is the question that
policymakers and governments face. How do we engineer
thriving, positive lives? If we could do that, we would
indeed be able to change the world for the good.
Positive psychology—its founding and expansion to
fields such as economics, politics, neuroscience, cognitive
science, sociology, anthropology and beyond—has begged
the question, “Why are our institutions not positive?”
This is most poignant when we think of our young people
and their education. The various tragedies in U.S. schools
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educators, schools, colleges, universities, parents, students,

—International Positive
Education Network
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Students who

were self-disciplined
high achievers:

• Earned a higher GPA
higher achievement
• Had
test scores
more likely to get into
• Were
a selective high school

and universities has brought this to the particular

Innovation to Stand the Test of Time

development of their moral and character development just

attention of our nation and the world: Why are

So, how do we resolve this? I think the answer is simple. We

as much as we provide feedback on their intellectual and

schools not shaped with positivity, thriving and

recalibrate our entire system of education globally through

academic development.

well-being at the core? Wouldn’t learning and

positive education. This is already happening in many places

In the past, I have felt that these issues and a global

results on standardized assessments be improved if

all over the world. However, these are small sparks, prompted

call for a positive education movement were more of a call

all of our schools, public, charter and independent,

by individuals and institutions interested in how to translate

to educators and to our students. More and more, I think

focused with priority on the well-being of our

valid cognitive science and social science research into

that this is a matter of broader justice. It is a matter that is

students? Wouldn’t our children be safer and better

everyday practices in schools and universities.

pertinent to all of us as global citizens. It is a way to save a

prepared for their futures?

more time on
• Spent
homework

The Promise of Positive Education

• Had fewer absences
• Watched less TV
Source: Martin E.P. Seligman, Ph.D., Flourish

For positive education to work it needs to become the

world that is perhaps on an errant path. We need to work on

norm; it needs to be just good education. Too much of

increasing the potential of our youth in every country, which

what happens in our learning centers is through an ever-

would be a worthwhile thing to do as we have seen through

Positive education proposes that at the center of

accelerating cycle of trends that crash upon schools like waves

the young people in Parkland, Florida, in Malala Yousafzai

institutions of learning are a set of interrelated

crashing against the shore. These “waves” have an effect, and

who is fighting for girls’ education worldwide and in the

components, PERMA, that have to be addressed

then the effect disappears to be followed by yet another new

activist voices of young people globally who are fighting

as a matter of extreme priority in order to have

set of waves of innovation. Positive education needs to be a

oppression while seeking both justice and opportunity. Instead

educational organizations that help students thrive.

matter of a shift of assumptions and beliefs that permeate all

of being focused on GDP or even global happiness, we should

school and university environments. We have to believe that

be focused on a PERMA index with parents, governments,

engagement, relationships, meaning and

to learn well, we need to tend more effectively to the social

schools and universities seeking to work in concerted and

achievement. Martin suggests that if we could

and emotional well-being of our young people. If we could

collaborative ways to increase the PERMA in their own country

suffuse these elements more convincingly and

put that at the center of what we do in all of our educational

and others.

PERMA stands for: positive emotion,

intentionally in all of our educational organizations, not only

institutions, we would have better learning, better citizens,

would we have better learning outcomes, but more

better corporations, better countries and a better world.
Why is this so difficult? It is because the older generations,

importantly, we would have better life outcomes for everyone

This is something that need not be debated infinitely
since it is pragmatic, backed by science, and, I believe, within
grasp for every individual and organization that has enough

people like myself, in my 50s and in charge of schools and

wherewithal to look positively to the future and ensure the

school systems, still believe that well-being is secondary to

thriving of our young people. We need to “plus” education,

educators around the world claim. And it is true that on

learning rather than a means to it. In order to change that

thereby “plussing” our countries and the world. We all need

some metrics, schools around the world show student

view, we need to assure the elements of PERMA have primacy

positive education.

improvement on standardized assessments, but at what

in the culture of all of our educational organizations. We need

cost? Obviously, it depends on what you are measuring. At

to prize the development of character strengths and ethical

the same time, there is a massive increase in global mental

decision-making as equally important as the development of

health problems and opioid abuse across all ages in the

literacy and quantitative understanding. We need to ensure

United States. Even our social media platforms that claim

that our teachers and professors model the very social and

to “do good” or “connect people” are correlated with users’

emotional capacities and maturity we seek to develop in

increased depression, flawed critical thinking and decreased

our students. We need to figure out more effective ways to

well-being.

provide good formative feedback to our students about the

leading to a better society.
“But our schools and universities are doing a great job,”

DOMINIC RANDOLPH is the sixth Head of School at
the Riverdale Country School, a Pre-K–12 independent
school in New York City, and a founder of the Character
Lab and Plussed+.

Something seems terribly wrong. It is as though at some
point we took a wrong turn that made it appropriate to
define our value as human beings via a grade, a score or the
number of social media followers we have. We have also come
a joyous lifelong endeavor of self-improvement. We have
become distracted from seeking a capacity for a sense of
meaning and purpose in our lives and have become obsessed
with credentialing and capitalistic gains rather than
humanistic success.
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to believe that learning is just hard and is a game, rather than
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Happy Mind, Happy Child

Gratitude

5 children’s books to build virtues and strengths.

Researchers have concluded that
highly grateful people:

by Chris Libby

It’s never too early to start working on your child’s strengths to help them lead a
thriving and happy life. Here are five books to give your little ones a head start.

gratitude more intensely for a positive
• Feel
event, more frequently or more easily

The Word Collector

throughout the day.

by Peter H. Reynolds
Lots of kids collect things: baseball cards, rocks, dolls. Jerome collects words.
Big words, small words, easy words and hard words. He then uses his words
to give back to people in the form of songs, poems and compliments. The
more words he learns, the more gratitude, empathy and kindness he shares.
Using his positive words to spread happiness makes Jerome very happy.

a wider span of benefits or life
• Have
circumstances for which they are grateful
at any given time (e.g., for their families,
their jobs, friends, their health).

positive emotions more often,
• Experience
enjoy greater satisfaction with life

When Sophie Thinks She Can’t... by Molly Bang
Sophie can’t seem to figure out a math problem and gets really frustrated.
Now she feels bad about herself and thinks everyone is smarter than she is.
Her teacher explains to the class the importance of the word “yet.” Sophie
may not be able to figure out the problem yet, but if she keeps working on it,
a solution will appear. This builds her strengths, including self-efficacy and
love of learning.

and more hope, and experience less
depression, anxiety and envy.

higher in prosociality, empathy,
• Score
forgiveness, helpfulness, supportiveness

and are less concerned with materialism.
Source: The Power and Practice of Gratitude by Giacomo Bono

Maria Finds Courage by Tony and Lauren Dungy
When Maria moves to a new town, feelings of anxiety spring up when her
parents ask her to join a soccer team. Her nervousness about learning to
play soccer and meeting new people keep her from having fun. Coaches
Tony and Lauren encourage Maria to step out of her comfort zone and try
something new. Soon she realizes soccer is fun and finds that her courage
and resilience help her meet many new friends.
My Magic Breath: Finding Calm Through
Mindful Breathing by Nick Ortner

What if you had the magic power to take away your nervous, sad or mad
thoughts? Well, you do. And your kids do, too, and it’s all in their breath.
“Take a deep breath in and picture that moment in your mind,” Nick writes.
Remember to exhale, too, as the sad thoughts blow away. Soon, after
practicing, your child will be able to self-regulate those emotions.
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Captain Perseverance: How I Became a Superhero by Brod Bagert
Captain Perseverance wasn’t always confident tackling tough tasks such
as learning fourth-grade long division or trying out for band. After every
struggle and failed attempt, he kept on practicing. Sometimes it took
months, sometimes a year, but he eventually mastered the tasks. Now
Captain Perseverance is a champion for all, showing us that grit and
determination are needed to achieve our goals.
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